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Up to 600 m² with one battery charge 

Powerful 40V battery-powered lawn mower  

With 2-in-1 mulching or catching function 

The new Greenworks G-Max 40V lawn mower can mow up to 600 
square metres of lawn without noise or exhaust fumes. The latest 
generation of battery-powered mowers is just right for the 
environmentally minded gardener. And once the battery is empty, 
it can be recharged in about an hour. 

The Greenworks G-Max 40V lawn mower is available with a cutting 

width of 41 cm. It is equipped with the flexible 2-in-1 function. This 

means that mowing and collecting or mowing and mulching is possible 

with the same machine.  

A 41 cm steel shearing blade driven by a high-performance motor is 

built into the robust composite mowing deck. Depending on the 

battery size (2Ah or 4Ah), the mower can mow up to 600 m² of lawn 

with one charge. They are fully recharged in just 60 or 120 minutes. 

The cutting height for the 41 cm mower can be adjusted in six steps 

from 20-70 cm with a single push of a button. The grass catcher has a 

capacity of 50 litres.  

The Greenworks mower weighs 18.5 kg without battery. Thanks to a 

carrying handle, the mower can be moved effortlessly. The ergonomic 

handle bar can be folded conveniently in just two steps without tools 

for space-saving storage. 

About mulching 

Mulch keeps the lawn fit. No wonder, since it protects the soil and 

supports the biological balance. To mulch properly, you need the 
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right tools. Mowing, catching, mulching - the new Greenworks G-Max 

40V has it all in one machine thanks to the 2-in-1 function. With this 

system you can either mow and catch or mow and mulch. The most 

important thing is that the garden owner decides what he wants to do 

in no time at all. He makes his choice by inserting a mulching kit. This 

closes the passage to the collecting bag, the cuttings remain in the 

area of the rotating blades, are chopped into small pieces and 

returned to the turf. 

One battery for all Greenworks 40V units 

The Greenworks 40-volt rechargeable battery system for garden tools 

is as simple as it is ingenious: two rechargeable batteries for different 

applications and different performance classes ensure long service life 

and constant battery performance. The 4Ah and 2Ah batteries fit all 

Greenworks 40V devices. From the hedge trimmer to the garden hoe 

to the motorised wheelbarrow. They are particularly powerful, 

lightweight, environmentally friendly, safe, durable and economical. 

Handling is child's play: just plug it in and get started. And that's how 

charging works. LEDs on the charger indicate when charging is 

complete. Four LEDs on the battery also indicate the remaining 

battery life at the touch of a button. 

The batteries can be recharged at any time and without memory effect 

and remain permanently charged so that they are immediately ready 

for use even after long, proper storage. 

Further information on this topic is available from Greenworks Tools, 

50996 Cologne, Germany.  
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For the editorial staff: 

You can download this text and picture suggestions from the Internet 

at  www.waschzettel.de/page.cgi?ID=37586 

GreenWorks Tools™ is a brand of the Globe Group. The Globe Group, a Chinese company 

headquartered in Mooresville, near Charlotte, North Carolina, is one of the world's leading 

manufacturers of battery-powered tools and gardening equipment. The group also manufactures 

components such as motors, plastic, metal and electronic components. The Globe Group 

manufactures its products worldwide with more than 4,000 employees in North America, Europe and 

China. More than 300 engineers are constantly developing new technologies and products. On the 

European market, the Globe Group's Greenworks brand offers every do-it-yourselfer and gardener - 

whether hobby gardener or professional - a product range for almost all applications in the home, 

construction site and garden. 
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